concerned with the action of ultraviolet radiation, not only on proteins and nucleic acids, but on their component parts and derivatives of these components, although adequate attention is also given to inactivations sensitized by visible light. The inactivation of viruses and enzymes, the use of photochemistry in producing vaccines, radiation-induced syntheses and many other subjects are all fully and critically reviewed. Biologists wishing to engage in photobiology will find the appendix of 30 pages, detailing apparatus and techniques, especially helpful. In this, the sixth edition of what is now virtually a classic in the literature of dental prosthetics, the fundamental principles of full denture construction enunciated and so lucidly explained by the author in the earlier editions still remain valid. It departs from all the previous editions in that the author has entrusted the editing to the capable hands and facile pen of Professor Ernest Matthews whose contributions describe, as the author states in his preface, 'how the more recently introduced materials, upon which he is a recognized authority, may be used to give effect to the principles which the original work sought to establish'. This he has done most eminently in three appendices which illustrate in detail the anthropoidal pouch technique for the lower denture, a mucostatic technique for the upper denture impression and the third on his method of establishing centric relationship. There is a fourth appendix reviewing very briefly impression and denture materials for which the publishers give credit to Dr D C Smith. These are helpful and instructive, enhancing the value of a book for the senior student and the practitioner. Nobody can study it without being more enlightened in the end and helped with the problem denture.
The production is splendid with improved clarity of print and illustration. This is now a large book. It contains approximately 100 more pages than did the 2nd edition. But it is written in an easy, fluent style that enables one to read the book with enjoyment and it is only after quite a lot of reading that one realizs what a tremendously complete textbook concerning obstetric problems it has become. Certain chapters are contributed by colleagues. Thus Professor Harvey Carey has re-written the section on toxaemia of pregnancy and one of the points to notice is the stress he lays on the importance of pyelonephritis and the amount of subsequent ill-health that he attributes to this condition. Other chapters are written by Dr Wallace Barr, Mr Gordon Garland and Dr Ellis Barnett. And one of the most interesting sections in the book, which is entitled Rational Chemotherapy, is contributed by Drs Stark and Mc-Allister. But most of the chapters are from the pen of Professor Donald, and in a short review it is impossible to pick upon many subjects for mention. The wide range is illustrated by the fact that it stretches from ultra sonography, particularly in the diagnosis of hydatidiform mole, to the relief of pain in labour by distraction by means of 'white sound' or by abdominal decompression.
Of course, all the more mundane aspects of obstetrics receive much fuller attention than do those out-of-the-way subjects. But space is found for a fair assessment of the value of Kielland's forceps and of the ventouse. And the advocacy of the Pfannenstiel incision for Casarean section was one of the points that impressed the reviewer.
In brief, this is a very complete book, easily read and perhaps of more value to the postgraduate than to the student. It is fairly widely held that in the current era of broad-spectrum antibiotics and corticosteroid therapy, fungus infections have become increasingly important. Although the authors minimize this increase, many will welcome at the present time this comprehensive source book on Candida albicans. More than half the book is devoted to the human infections caused by the fungus, the remainder dealing with its history (excellent), mycology, and immunology, and with laboratory diagnosis and treatment; with chapters on experimental studies and the influence of antibiotics on candida infections. The arrangement leads to some repetition and dysjunction so that, despite the interest of the authors, no single synthesis of the pathology of the disease emerges. Promising us a critical account, they scrupulously review the bulk of the vast mass of world literature; but their kindness is such that amongst more than two thousand references they do not
